Stage 5 – Rifle & Pistol

COURSE DESIGNER: Jonathan Slayton

START POSITION: Seated in driver seat with both feet on the floorboard, loaded handgun at low ready, and cruiser ready rifle staged in trunk.

STAGE PROCEDURE
On start signal engage targets from within shooting areas. Static steel requires 2 hits to be neutralized. Shooter may use any combination of firearms to safely negotiate the stage. Interior of shoot house must be shot blind and cannot be walked by competitors. Competitor may choose any combination of firearms to negotiate the stage provided all targets can be safely engaged with the firearm or as directed by stage procedure. Grounded weapons must be on safe or empty and pointed in safe direction. 90 second max time.

SCORING: Time-plus, 40 rounds
TARGETS: 7 C-Zones, 13 IPSC

RO Notes: Grounded firearms must be immediately cleared and removed to safe area/rack. Outside paper targets can be taped as soon as the shooter enters the house. Inside paper targets must be taped by ROs. Targets 1 and 2 are too close for rifle shots from any shooting area. Targets 3 – 7 can be safely engaged from Area A with a rifle or any shooting area with a pistol. Shooter may not touch the ground outside of the vehicle with any body part if using the interior as a shooting area. Trunk may be used to stage and dump rifle and dump and recover pistol.

Targets 3 - 7

Target 2

← Crime scene tape fault lines inside house!

← Leaners

Interior of vehicle, exterior fault lines, ramp, and house within fault lines are shooting areas.